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REPAV Services had the pleasure of being
an integral part of a brand-new holiday
experience in Atlanta - Santa's
Fantastical. This event came together
after 3 years of discussion, planning and
design.
Santa's Fantastical is a family-friendly
interactive wonderland of immersive
worlds where the spirit of the season
comes alive through live performances,
state-of-the-art technology, and
Instagram-worthy moments.
Scenic buildout began in Aug 2018 and consisted of (12) individual immersive worlds;
Laser Dreams, Infinity Ornament, Main Stage, Unicorn Dreams, Peppermint Place,
Retro Christmas, Future Christmas, Tacky Yard, Video Slide, Sketch-tastic and Santa's
Chateau.
Due to the size, audiovisual load in started in Oct of 2018 and doors opened to the
public on Nov 16th. Production wrapped up Jan 4th, 2019.
Greg Mensching of REPAV worked as the Technical Director and Production Manager.
Along with his amazing team consisting of Trey Copeland as on-site LD, Tim Burris as
A1, Terry Smith and Cole Tidewell (as video techs throughout the event,) Mr.
Mensching designed the audio and video systems used throughout Santa’s
Fantastical along with the technical and scenic design. REAPC utilized a JBL line
Array with JBL subs, (24) VUE i8 speakers, (2) Behringer consoles, (2) Behringer
digital snakes, (6) independent audio zones, live sound missing station, technical
operations station for the DAW system running timecode for audio, video and
lighting.

In order to help create 'immersive worlds', (2) of the zones Laser Dreams and Infinity
Ornaments, consisted of a quadraphonic speaker design. Video design contained (4)
Christie 10k Roadster projectors with wrap cards video and (2) video servers using AI
software which allowed us to blend interactive video on the slide and the virtual
Christmas package wall.
REPAV had a great time working on this event and we look forward to creating even
bigger, more immersive worlds when we partner again for Santa’s Fantastical 2019!
If you have a unique event, REPAV can help with your design and implementation.
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